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FOUNDED IN 1873 fPje hri-ent 
V) 
Whatever else you do with a 
worry, don't pass it on. 
"VOL. LXg_ No- 19 LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 9,  1935 PRICE, 10 CENTS 
FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
whp  To  Starve?—The   Wife  Or 
Horse?   
Scholarships  For Colonial 
Ancestry Proof  
The Art Of Automobiling  In 
England   
Toronto Set» Up 
An Aid for lU Stag-line* 
Relief Worker. Rattle 
Sti ne» At Noity Bird* 
"Bunny" Greenwood 
Beats 100,000,000—1  Odd* 
Mother Wanted A 
New  Switch   Of   Hair 
f, NILS LENNARTSON  
Qi \ new view of family relations was 
recently afforded the secretary of the 
Massachusetts ERA administrator, 
George D. Morse. An applicant for 
relief work stated that he had both a 
«ife and a horse to support and 
lacked money to buy food for them. 
The secretary told the man, "A horse 
is a luxury and you had better trade 
him before you come looking for 
work." 
"If I have to trade one of the two 
in order to get an ERA job, I'll trade 
my wife." the man answered. "I  like 
niv horse." 
»    *    *    •    » 
Ql-'ive or more generations of Amer- 
ican ancestry Is one of the require- 
ments to gain twenty new $100 schol- 
arships to be awarded at Colby Col- 
lege annually beginning next fall. 
This rather odd restriction arises 
from stipulations in the will of Charles 
Potter Kling. who left a fund of 
$50,iiiio to provide scholarship aid to 
"Needy male students of American 
colonial or revolutionary ancestry." 
This is only one instance of Mr. 
Kline's strong belief in the historic 
New England tradition and type. Ap- 
plicants will have to present proof 
that one or more of their ancestors 
resided in an American colony before 
1776 or was a soldier In the Contin- 
ental armies. 
•    •    •    •    • 
QMotoring or owning automobiles in 
England is a somewhat different mat- 
ter from  ours.  The original  price  of 
cars is much higher. Ford V-8's retail- 
ing for  about  $1,100.  Taxation  is  ac- 
cording to horse  power  and  a $14.50 
vax in   New   York   would   require   a 
fflfc mment in  England.   Insurance 
for ri/rd-party risks is compulsory. In 
("Hired   States   there   is   one   car   to 
• rery live  and  a quarter  persons,  in 
England there is only one to twenty- 
five.   However,  England   may  lag   in 
auto-;   she   had   524,249   motorcycles 
last  fall  as  against   91,296   in   U.  S. 
Speed   laws   are   not   very   numerous 
but are strictly  enforced.   Gasoline— 
or rather, petrol—costs thirty cents a 
gallon. Yet, throughout all this motor- 
ing is  becoming more  popular  every 
Qont-of-town students at Toronto Uni- 
versity showed such an inability to 
get dates for themselves that the un- 
dergraduate editors of "The Varsity", 
college daily, decided something had 
best be done. Therefore a Date Bureau 
•as set this year which enables men 
and women to find partners for their 
Bocial events. 
(nit of the total enrollment of 5,000 
Borne 250 students have signed up.  A 
r ten cents is charged with the 
appiicalion, and a list of all the char- 
sties,    likes,   physical   attributes 
o! tie "date" candidates are kept.   If 
HI  date is provided in two weeks, the 
dim     is   returned.    Remember,   we're 
only giving the Toronto situation, not 
sting anything. 
ISSUE WARNING 
ABOUT 'STORM' 
Christian Associations 
Plan Campaign For 
Arabian Doctor 
On .campus this week the Christian 
Association of Bates College plan a 
"storm," beginning gently in the li- 
brary on Monday in an exhibition case 
(don't miss it), continuing in the pres- 
ent issue of The Student (look at the 
pictures!), and reaching its full 
strength and fury in chapel on Thurs- 
day morning.   Look out for the storm! 
Dr. W. Harold Storm, M.D., was born 
in Hope, New Jersey, the son of a 
physician. Dr. Walter Storm. He stud- 
led at the University of Pennsylvania, 
graduating from medical school there. 
In 1927, Dr. Storm married Janet Vic- 
toria Foster and the couple sailed for 
Arabia. There Mrs. Storm died in 1931 
leaving two children, Robert Roy, and 
Janet Mabel. Two years later. Dr. 
Storm obtained a short furlough and 
returned home. Now he is back in the 
field, taking with him his small son, 
and leaving the little girl in America. 
Arabian Exhibit On Display 
In Cor am Library This Week 
Varied Experience 
During the past six years in Arabia. 
Dr. Storm has had an unusually varied 
experience. While making his head- 
quarters at Matrah, in the southeast- 
ern corner of Arabia, he frequently 
tours far into the interior to attend 
the sick. 
On one notable trip two years ago, 
he followed in the footsteps of Bertram 
Thomas, the noted British explorer, 
and at some points pressed into ter- 
ritory never before visited by a white 
man. Dr. Storm's knowledge of the 
Bedouin is, therefore, one of personal 
experience and, as doctor and Chris- 
tian missionary, he tells a fascinating 
story of his contacts with this proud, 
desert race. 
A .pearl diver's net and a camel's 
shoulder blade used as a slate by 
Arabian children are only two of the 
interesting objects that comprise the 
large exhibit displayed in Coram Li- 
brary this week. This exhibit, arrang- 
ed by Josephine Springer '35 and Mrs. 
Fred C. Mabee and containing many 
unique articles found in Arabia, -was 
collected by Dr. Harold Storm, who 
spoke here on campus last October. 
In addition to these Arabian curiosi- 
ties is thS surgical eye kit that has 
been donated by the Y. M. C. A. to 
Dr. Storm and which will be sent the 
end of this week to Arabia where the 
Doctor  is  now  working. 
Women   Wear   Masks 
The shoulder blade of the ' camel 
shown is used as a slate by the school 
children of Arabia who scratch their 
work on it and when through scrape 
it off. Besides this, there are some 
highly decorated camel-saddle straps, 
a man s headress, and a mask with 
eye-holes worn by the Arabian women 
of the higher classes. 
Though the small coffee pot of brass 
work is unique, more so is the cus- 
tom of serving coffee in Arabia. Coffee 
is always served to the guests over 
there, and one may always feel free 
in refusing a second cup. But, if one 
accepts the second cup, he is under 
social obligation to take a third cup 
of coffee. It is considered a social 
faux pas to drink a second cup and 
refuse the  third. 
Chapel Speaker 
Present From Bates 
The surgical eye kit given by the 
"Y" to Dr. Storm now in Arabia will 
be used by him on his trips through 
the desert where he finds many na- 
tives in great need of eye tfeatment. 
Instruments for this kit were as- 
sembled together by the United 
States government during the World 
War and is a very complete set. It 
has been inspected by Dr. William H. 
Sawyer, Jr. and Dr. Wakefield of Lew- 
iston, who say it is very complete and 
in excellent shape. 
Books   About  Arabia 
Several books dealing with Arabia 
have been seut to this exhibit by Dr. 
Storm, and others have been acquired 
by the "Y"  and  some   individually. 
A pearl diver's net is also displayed, 
as pearl diving is one of the main in- 
dustries on the coasts of Arabia. The 
loop in this net is thrown over the 
arm of the diver who goes down for 
a scoop of oysters and then returns to 
the surface to empty them in the small 
boats. The divers never get out of 
the water for hours at a time and go 
down underneath the surface time 
after time. Several sbeels, with the 
pearls embedded in them, that have 
been scooped up by the pearl divers 
are also with this collection. 
This exhibit of objects from Arabia 
will be on display in the Library until 
to-morrow afternoon. 
Ten Cents a Patient 
On a camel trip Dr.- Storm pushes 
into the desert until he comes to a 
water-hole where Bedouins live. There 
he sets up his date-stick house, puts 
boards over boxes for an operating 
table, and opens work. On a ten day 
desert trip, he is able to treat and to 
bring relief to a thousand people at 
the small cost of ten cents a patient. 
Yale in China—Tech in Turkey— 
Bates in Arabia—a fascinating idea! 
It remains to be seen what the campus 
is going to do to make this idea a 
reality. 
 o  
Bates-Bowdoin 
Debate Next On 
League    Listing 
Radio Discussion Over Station 
WCSH  With Tufts 
Saturday 
Stay As Sweet As You Are 
Until  Senior  Girls'   Dance 
Not For All-The Beans In Boston Would You Dare 
Refuse An Invitation To Chase 
January I I 
Dr. T. Z.  Koo, famous Chinese  social 
worker and  lecturer, to visit  Bates to- 
night  as part of  his third  North 
American tour. 
Famous Chinese Scholar 
Will Speak In College 
Chapel This Evening 
Dr. T. Z. Koo, Member Of National Committee 
Of Y. M. C. A. In China, Appears Under 
Auspices Of Bates Association 
FRIEND OF PROF.'AND MRS. MABEE 
TO BE INTRODUCED BY PRES. GRAY 
Internationally Known Lecturer And Member Of 
Many World Committees—Visiting 
North America For Third Time 
Dr. T. Z. Koo. known to thousands of Americans and people of 
foreign lands as one of the ablest and most interesting Orientals, will he 
the guest si>eaker of the Y. M. C. A. this evening at eight o'clock in the 
Erich Labouvie 
Leaves College 
ToVotelnSaar 
German    Instructor   On 
His Way Home For 
Plebiscite 
Committee of the Young Men's Christian Association  of  China  with 
special responsibilities towards the Colleges and the Universities. 
Dr. Koo arrived in Lewiston Monday 
As a result of the second round of 
triangle debates in the Eastern Inter- 
collegiate Debating League Bates, 
Bowdoin, and Wesleyan are in a triple 
tie. Each team has lost one debate. 
The next and final round in the league 
debating will be on March 15. Bates 
will meet Lafayette here and Bowdoin 
at Brunswick. 
QEvery fall Washington is disturbed 
by great clouds of starlings which 
Parching on every possible twig and 
cornice make themselves a constant 
nuisance. In the past attempts to 
drive them away have not proven very 
successful. This year 51 relief work- 
era   armed   with   tin  cans  containing 
1
 stones have been ordered to 
make enough noise to keep the birds 
constantly awake. "The theory is that 
i birds cannot get sleep, they will 
- disgusted and go away," explains 
UN- Associated Press in a most serious 
manner. 
»   «   •   *   • 
Q 'yi-hologists estimate the odds 
against any person having an I. Q. 
200 are 100.000.000 to 1. Yet 
n
"« is revealed the story of Arthur 
"Bunny" Greenwood who reached not 
''"■>"  -   i   but   230. 
Bunny did not begin to talk until 
" was twenty months, but almost at 
onc
- formed complete grammatical 
*»tcnces. Not long after his second 
„!nl-4ay. he sat down at the piano and 
"wkM out a system of musical no- 
ai!on. using a number for each note. 
, 
To
'lay he is a serious lad of 16 with 
'.•""'ersatlonai powers slightly better 
'"an average. He dislikes fighting and 
arguing and is forever desirous of 
'"anging the rules of any game he 
"'ay be playing. In the use of his 
"
a,
"ls he is rather backward. His fa- 
"
ler
 is a clever math teacher in a 
"
r
«"klyn high-school; his mother is 
Jewish,  well-educated. 
•    •    *    •    • 
QThe "Montreal   Star"   tells  an   odd 
stdry: 
This fall a little boy appeared in 
°ne of the elementary schools dis- 
maying a most extraordinary hair 
n,ake-up. His curly locks were as long 
a* a girl's, and were carefully braided 
and hound tightly against his head by 
^?J»and. On investigation the teacher 
"~ & that it was all the boy's moth- 
lidea. The mother explained re- 
Fully that in another month she 
have her boy's hair cut; it was 
B
"ig enough for a switch as yet, 
oncluded. 
Next Saturday night Irving Isaac- 
son '36, and Edmund Muskie '36. will 
participate in a radio debate with 
Tufts over Station WCSH of Portland. 
The question to be discussed is that 
of federal aid for education through- 
out the United States. The Bates team 
will uphold the affirmative of the 
proposition. This debate will be of 
particular interest to high school de- 
baters in the Maine and New Hamp- 
shire Bates Interscholastic Debating 
Leagues, as the question is the one 
that will be used in these two leagues 
next spring. This debate will take 
place between 7:30 and 8:00 P. M. 
on Saturday, Jan. 12. 
Another radio debate on this same 
question will be held after mid-years 
with Maine over Station WLBZ. Ban- 
gor Lawrence Floyd '37, and David 
Whitehouse '36, will defend the nega- 
tive in this debate. 
Home  on  the  Range 
Jan. 6. 1935. 
Sweetiepie: 
I have an invitation to a dance with 
the object of my affections. So put 
on your old gray bonnet and when 
it's June in January 11, 1935, at 7:30 
we will fly down to the Seniors Pine 
Lodge at Chase Hall. Everything 
rustic, everything sport-like, every- 
thing gay will be the decorative mo- 
tive-soft lights, an ear-ful of music to 
the intriguing rhythm of Dick Tuttle s 
Bobcats. Unique dance orders of 
birch bark  are  from  me  to you. 
Senior Girls, remember, take a num- 
ber trom one to tan. double it and 
(in that number of days, being grad- 
uates) we'll be out in the cold again 
and it will be farewell to arms and'to 
Bates. For all we know, we may never 
meet again, so say YES, YES, a 
thousand times yes—you really must 
come. 
Smoke won't get in your eyes for 
there will be no cigarettes in the 
dark. The good ship Lolly-pop will 
anchor,  bringing  tea  for  two. 
Just Friends—Dr. and Mrs. Sawyer 
and Mr. and Mrs. C. Ray Thompson- 
will chaperone. Miss Frances Hayden 
is chairman of this Mardi-Gras, with 
Miss Betty Fosdick and Miss Barbara 
Leadbetter as  assistants. 
Pop goes my heart—there's happi- 
ness ahead. Ah . . . Stay as sweet as 
you are until Friday. Good-night, a 
thousand good-nights. 
I'll be faithful, 
Sophisticated Lady. 
Committee Denies 
Student  Petition 
The faculty committee on ath- 
letics met in a secret meeting last 
Friday afternoon and voted 
against the student petition to 
have an unofficial basket-ball team 
at Bates. The meeting was not 
known until Mosday evening, and 
the reason given at that time by 
Director of Athletics, Oliver Cutts, 
for    th«    action    of    the    committee 
was that basket-ball did not merit 
the recognition which had been 
denied wrestling, and winter's 
sports earlier  in the season. 
Meanwhile the eighty odd bas- 
ket-bailers in the school are start- 
ing the interclass games. The 
juniors played the seniors last 
night in the opening game of the 
highly popular sport while the 
frosh and sophomores clash to- 
morrow  night. 
 O  
ALL PICTURES DUE 
BEFORE   JAN.   15 
P. S.—I love you. 
Fear that he would be black-listed 
In Germany and not lie able to get his 
I'li.l). degree there if he did not vote 
in the coming Saar plebiscite has made 
it necessary for Prof. Erich Labouvie. 
German instructor, to return to his 
home     i"     the    Saar     District.     Prof. 
Labouvie left this country last Thurs- 
day night on the Buropa and will ar- 
rive in Bremen with just enough time. 
if sea storms do not arise, to allow 
him to make the over-land journey to 
iii.s home in Dillengen to vote on Jan- 
uary  13th. 
Prof. Labouvie was put in an ex- 
tremely hard position, as it is now the 
busy time of the school year with mid- 
year exams only a few weeks away, 
and yet. had he not returned to home 
lei vote in this forth-coming plebiscite. 
he might have been refused the privi- 
i,3' HI continuing his work for his 
Ph.D. It is expected he will now re- 
main there and study at the Frieburg 
University where he started work on 
his degree. 
night and spoke in his usual energetic 
manner before the student body in 
Chapel yesterday. Following this in- 
teresting talk, he was interviewed by 
many students in the "Y" office at 
Chase Hall. At noon Dr. Koo left for 
Colby College where he spoke before 
the student body last night. He will 
leave Colby for Bates this afternoon 
in time for his lecture here at eight. 
Open Forum 
To-night the famous Chinese scholar 
will be introduced in Chapel by Presi- 
dent Clifton D. Gray, and following his 
talk there will be an open-forum dis- 
cussion. During his stay here at 
Bates, Dr. Koo will be the guest of 
President Gray, who with Dr. Rayborn 
Zerby has had charge of all the details 
oi arranging for the Doctor's visit and 
his welcome. 
Prof, and Mrs. Fred C. Mabee when 
they were in China had the privilege 
of entertaining Dr. T. Z. Koo at Shang 
hai College, now the University of 
Shanghai. 
Says Prof. Mabee, "Dr. Koo is keen, 
peppy, and wiry. He is a master of 
excellent English, at times speaking 
with great rapidity, and gives an uni- 
que   interpretation   of   the   Orient   to 
New  Instructor 
Prof.   August   Buschmann, who 
Open House Sunday 
At Thorncrag Cabin 
An open-house cabin party at 
Thorncrag, the first of the year's 
winter season, will be held this 
coming Sunday from three to 
four-thirty in the afternoon. Last 
year these parties were very 
popular, and those that have 
been held so far during this 
school term have been well at- 
tended. 
Constance Redstone '36, Direc- 
tor of Cabins for the Women, 
will have general charge of the 
affair, and she will be aided by 
other members of the Junior 
Body. All are welcomed to hike, 
ski, or snowshoe out to this 
party where they will be enter- 
tained and a light lunch served. 
us of the Occident, but he also is able 
to reveal us to ourselves in a striking 
way.   He has a good, clear voice." 
In  1925  Dr. Koo  was a member of 
(Continued on Page 2)  
Members of the senior class are 
asked to have their glossy prints 
ready to be collected before January 
15. If the pictures are taken by local 
photographers they will be collected 
by members of the staff.  
Annual Pop Concert To Be 
Held Jan. 18 In Alumni Gym 
Entertainment To Be Given In Japanese Form— 
Music By Bobcats Insures Smooth Rhythm— 
Program Of Song, Dance, and Ensemble 
The trials for the Sophomore and 
Freshmen Prize Debates will be held 
before mid-years. Any member of 
either class may try out for these. 
Members of the debating squad are 
eligible if they have not been assigned 
to a varsity debate. The debates prop- 
er will not be held until after mid- 
years. These debates also serve as 
trials for the varsity debating squad. 
Each year several of the outstanding 
speakers qualify for the varsity squad. 
In the event that a large number try- 
,ut for these debates, two series of 
debates will be held in each class. A 
arize of ten dollars is awarded to the 
best speaker in each debate, and 
prizes of five dollars each are awarded 
To members of the winning teams. 
The debate with the University of 
Hawaii, scheduled for March 4, has 
been postponed until next year, owing 
to conditions on the islands which 
make it impossible for a team to make 
the trip this year. Work had already 
been started in preparation for this 
debate under the direction of Carleton 
Mabee '36.   
There will be a meeting of the De- 
bating Council jit the home of Prof. 
Quimby on next Thursday night. 
GROUP FAILS TO 
CLIMBMT. BLUE 
In an effort to climb Mt. Blue that 
was not conquered by the Outing Club 
hikers this summer. Prof. Sawyer. 
Sarnie, duller « "«*«* £££ 
•35. and Leno Lenzi 35 •eft camp 
the first day of the Christmas vaca 
tion in another attempt towactt we 
summit. This time the  men were 
The Bates Japs will take their 
guests to Mikad6 Land at the annual 
Pop Concert given in the Bates Col- 
lege Gym. January 18. This is an event 
anticipated not only by the student 
body, but by their friends, for this is 
one social occasion when outside 
guests are invited to share the fun 
and the entertainment, which is al- 
ways of a novel  character. 
The program is in the charge of 
Prof. Seldon T. Crafts, head of the 
Music Department, who has arranged 
il in Japanese form. Even the pre- 
liminary half-hour orchestra concert, 
to be given as usual by the Orphic 
Society, will feature a selection from 
the Japanese opera, "Madame Butter- 
fly". 
The Japs, if one should speak of the 
Mikado's court in so undignified a 
manner, will be ushered in by a brass 
quartet, the Mikado first, in his robes 
of state, followed by his whole court 
train. All will be resplendent in the 
picturesque and elaborate dress of the 
Japanese court. They will entertain 
with solos, ensembles, and a dance. 
The program will be divided into 
eight numbers and presented between 
,hMusincCefor dancing will be furnished 
by the Bates Bobcats, which. : I one 
may Judge from recent Chase Hall 
dances, insures the  best. 
Admission to this most popular 
former of the year is two dollars per 
roirole Reservations may be made 
with Miss Eaton at the Library, and 
all those on campus who are planning 
to atTend should make theirs imme- 
diately for the sale so far has been 
unusually large and only a small num- 
ber of places are left.  
Club Directors 
Planning Annual 
Winter   Carnival 
Four New Members Fill  The 
Vacancies In Junior 
Body Group 
{eated by a deep snow and a lack of 
time They arrived at a logging camp 
just before dark after a hard trip 
through snow which was covered with 
a crust, making the hike hard and 
slow. 
Four new members were elected to 
the Outing Club Junior Body at a spe- 
cial meeting of the Directors held just 
before the Christmas recess. These 
new members fill in two vacancies of 
the Sophomore and two in the Junior 
Class which were made by students 
not returning this past fall. Elected 
to this position were Elizabeth Mac- 
Donald and Fred Martin of the Soph- 
omore Class and Bornice Winston and 
Morris Drobosky of the Junior Class. 
At this same meeting of the Direc- 
tors, Ruth Frye '35, and Carl Milliken 
"35, Directors of the Winter Carnival, 
gave a temporary program for this 
winter event to be held this year Feb. 
7, 8, 9, and 10th. This program calls 
for a more and a greater variety of 
events than there were at the Carnival 
of last year. There will be. however, 
the annual Inter-dorm Winter Sports 
Meet, All-College- Skate, snow-sculptu^ 
ing. the Carnival Hop. and an open- 
house party at Thorncrag Cabin on the 
last day, Sunday. On the Saturday of 
that week-end. Feb. 9th, a regular se- 
ries hockey game will be played at the 
St. Dom's Arena with Bowdoin. 
Tomorrow night there will be a 
special combined meeting of the Di- 
rectors and the Junior Body members 
at the Outing Club rooms in Alumni 
Gym at which time Ruth Frye and 
Carl Milliken will assign the commit- 
tees which are to work on the Winter 
taught here at Bates from 1928 to 1931. 
will take Prof. Labouvie's place, and 
the administration considers it ex- 
tremely fortunate to be able to get him 
as instructor in  German. 
Prof. Buschmann, a graduate of 
Dartmouth College, has been working 
at Harvard on his thesis and is now 
ready for his Doctor's degree. He also 
has traveled in Germany a year and a 
half since he left Bates in 1931. It 
was after his graduation from Dart- 
mouth, where he received his M.A., 
that Prof Buschmann came to Bates 
in the fall of 1928 and remained here 
MU   1931. 
Will Vote In Saar 
It is to a troubled homeland that 
Prof. Labouvie has been obliged to re- 
turn, and already there have been sev- 
eral riots with bloodshed in this small 
district on whose fate the world is 
now centering  their attention. 
In this small territory on the 
Franco-German border that is hardly 
the size of the State of Rhode Island, 
the Bates Professor will register his 
vote at the Saar Plebiscite on Jan- 
uary thirteenth, the result of which 
determines if the country pledges her 
allegiance to France, continuing under 
the administration of the League of 
Nations, or to return to Germany, the 
fatherland. Germany is making a very 
determined effort to gain every vote 
for this coming decision, and she is 
paying all expenses and transportation 
for those people of the Saar whp re- 
turn and vote. Also, this is the first 
t;me that an international army under 
the direction of the League of Nations 
has been used for protection during 
a time of crisis. 
Born   In   1909 
Prof.   Erich  Labouvie  was  born   in 
I>il!engen. a small  town of this Saar 
Every Student hi College 
To Have Picture In Mirror 
Staff   For    1935   Annual   Announces   Plans   For 
Many New Features To Be Included In 
Yearbook Now Being Prepared  
Many new features, including group 
pictures of the students in each dorm- 
itory, are to be included in the 1935 
Bates "Mirror" according to an an- 
nouncement by the heads of the col- 
lege annual staff today. Work has 
begun on the book, and a campus sec- 
tion that will be entirely new is being 
arranged. 
For the first time since the "Mirror" 
has been published pictures will be 
taken of each dormitory group. It is 
the present plan to have the pictures 
taken in front of the respective dorm- 
itories, and in this way every student 
living on campus will have an oppor- 
tunity to have his or her picture in 
the  book. 
This plan of having dormitory pic- 
tures is one of several new ideas that 
are to be introduced in this year's 
"Mirror", it is hoped to have more 
pictures of campus activities in the 
book than ever before, and the editor 
has announced that all students are 
invited to contribute photographs for 
use in the annual. 
Every student enrolled at Bates is 
to have an opportunity to have his or 
her picture included in the annual in 
some way. If a student is not a mem- 
ber of a dormitory group, the picture 
will be featured in some other manner, 
and the book in this way will be a 
real college annual and not simply a 
product of the senior class. 
Members   of  all   classes   are   being 
invited   to   contribute   to   the   book. 
Novel  descriptions  of  the  club  ac- 
Fall On Steps 
Causes Injury 
To Senior Girl 
Virginia McNally At C. 
M. G. Hospital With 
Fractured Spine 
Virginia McNally. a prominent mem- 
ber of the Senior class, is in the C. M. 
G. Hospital suffering from a severe 
spinal injury received in a fall on the 
icy steps of Rand Hall early Sunday 
morning. Miss McNally is president 
of Phil-Hellenic Club, Humor Editor 
of the "Mirror", Publicity Manager for 
W. A. A. Board, and member of the 
Latin Club. 
X-Ray photos taken at the C. M. G. 
Hospital Sunday night and Monday 
morning revealed a fracture of the 
spine, and it Is expected that Miss 
McNally will have to remain at the 
Hospital for nearly a month. She is, 
however, resting comfortably and visi- 
tors may call for five minutes.    
territory when it befonged to Ger- 
many, on February 2, 1909, and he 
graduated from the Real Gymnasium 
of that same town. He then studied at 
Frieburg University and at Vienna 
From   1930 to  1931 he  was at  Middle 
bury College, coming there through 
Uie"ausp!ces of the International Insti- 
tute of Education under whose direc- 
tion he held a teaching fellowship. 
He was an instructor at the Middle- 
bury Summer Session of 1931 and re- 
ceived his M.A. degree from that col- 
lege in 1931. It was in the fall of 1931 
that Prof. Labouvie came to Bates. 
tivities are to be featured, while other 
new ideas being planned will be an- 
nounced from  time to time. 
Turn Back The Clock 
Carnival. There will also be explained 
a plan, formulated and passed recently 
by the Directors, for a change in the 
Outing Club Constitution in regards to 
the admittance of new members to the 
Junior Body. 
This change will cut down on the 
number of Freshmen admitted each 
year in the spring, but it will allow for 
more members to be added from the 
Sophomore Class-. Thus, those who 
show outstanding Outing Club ability 
and who are not elected in their Fresh- 
man year will have a chance to enter 
the Junior Body in their Sophomore 
year. 
It  happened 50 years ago: 
From a January, 1885 "Student" we 
learn the following facts from the 
"College  World" column: 
Prof. Sylvester of Oxford University 
was declared to be the greatest living 
mathematician . . . The great event 
of the year at Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity was the lecture by Sir William 
Thomas on "Molecular Dynamics" 
. . . Amherst College prepared ar series 
of photographs of her recitation 
rooms, campus, and laboratories to be 
exhibited at the New Orleans Exposi- 
tion . . . The faculty of Harvard de- 
cided by a vote of 24-5 to prohibit the 
Harvard football team from engaging 
in any more inter-collegiate football 
games. , 
•    *    «    *    • 
The   following   excerpt   from   an   1885 
editorial seems always applicable: 
"We deem lamentable the disposi- 
tion of some to rail at their Alma 
Mater because she does not offer all 
the advantages they may desire. Yet, 
very few who enter college do so with- 
out a critical survey of the courses 
presented here as well as other New 
England colleges . . . candor then 
would suggest at least tacit approval 
of the curriculum of the selected in- 
stitution. While our course is non- 
elective, it is sufficiently comprehen- 
sive to suggest fields of research for 
beholding whose near boundaries even 
a long life would be insufficient.' 
40 years ago: 
From an 1895 "Student" we read the 
following amusing bit, and we sigh 
at the thought of how times have 
changed. About the only thing that 
has remained the same seems to be" 
the snow: 
"In the early morning hour of 7:45 
there is a merry jingle of bells, and 
a sleigh stops in front of Hathorn 
Hall. The young man has driven as 
close as he could, and the other occu- 
pant, a charming young co-ed, surveys 
with anxiety the steps and a deep in- 
tervening snow drift. Verily there is 
a desire in the young man's heart to 
turn gallant and lift his fair charge 
to a place of safety. But, he is not 
her father, and he hesitates. The fair 
co-ed»murmurs something about 'wings 
like a dove' and with true courage 
gives a leap landing in the deepest 
part of the drift, and, floundering to 
the steps, smiles on the young man 
and thanks him for his kindness in 
bringing her 'safely to school'. By 
this and several other similar episodes 
quite a decent path has been trodden 
around our horse block." 
1895;    Lastly  a poem appropriate to 
the delights of the mistletoe: 
"He  asked   a  miss  what   was  a  kiss. 
Grammatically defined. 
'It's a conjunction, sir," she said, 
'And   hence  can't  be  declined." 
n 
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 (EeUr^Biortil n3Sw 
'I'D Meet E. mprgrn oi PS 
BATES IS TO be congratulated for the way she has afforded many 
conveniences to the student body and to the individual. But there 
is, however, one little detail which, though it may seem trivial and 
of little expense to the college, would on the other hand be of 
great use to the men of East and West Parker Halls and those in John 
Bertram Hall. Not only would it be of use, but it might even be the 
deciding factor between joy and happiness in a case of an emergency. 
The thing or things referred to are wall cases containing student 
names and room numbers for each rcsi>ective dormitory named above, 
and also 1935 Bates catalogues to be delivered immediately to the offices 
of the Western Union, the Postal Telegraph, the Telephone Companies, 
and the Post Office. 
Concerning the wall cases for the men's dormitories, their need is 
indeed a pressing one. Every day strangers, parents, and relatives enter 
these dorms, and as in most cases there is nobody in the halls to tell them 
the room of the party for whom they are searching. Or if nobody is in 
the hallway, many of the doors are locked, and the strangers have a 
feeling of guilt to go around and knock at five or six doors before they 
are able to find somebody "at home". 
To have three wooden cases made for this express purpose would be 
of little expense to the college. In fact, they might be constructed by 
students with the use of FERA money, and the typewritten lists placed 
m them could be made out under FERA money if it should be felt that 
the expenses would be too great for the college. This should be done at 
once, however, as President Roosevelt has promised to do awav with the 
FERA dole in the very near future. Should worse come to worse the 
BATES STUDENT is willing to make out the lists and room numbers 
for each of these three dorms if nothing further is done about it. 
.Vow, about the matter of the Bates catalogues being issued to the 
telegraph and telephone companies—the managers of these telegraph 
companies recently told a STUDENT representative that they have not 
been given any of these catalogues, and that it is necessary for the mes- 
sengers to go to the central office in order to find out where the men are 
located for whom the telegrams are addressed. And then when the)- have 
been given the instructions, many times the messengers have trouble in 
quickly locating the rooms and the occupant desired. Should the office at 
Roger Williams Building be closed, these messengers, sometimes with a 
message requiring immediate attention, have to go from Hall to Hall in 
a trial and error method to find the person. All this means a great delay 
—all because there is not a Bates Catalogue with the names and buildings 
in them not available at the central office. 
•      By LESLIE HUTCHINSON 
T0KI0   DIPLOMACY 
rpiIE WESTERN' world can no longer 
J- disregard the Californian's senti- 
ment against Japan. Repeatedly has 
Japan shown her contempt for inter- 
national usage. She has resisted time 
after time earnest efforts to secure 
world peace. At her hands has the 
League of Nations suffered an irre- 
parable loss of prestige. Only last 
week did a bowing "Jap" present to 
Secretary Hull their formal renuncia- 
tion of the Washington Naval Treaty. 
At present her shady tactics are re- 
newing the suspicions of the Western 
World. Over-fortification of her man- 
dated islands in the Pacific and trav- 
elling Japanese Naval Officers with 
photography as a hobby, have again 
brought her before the League. 
Japan, since her rise into prominence, 
has indeed been given sharp remind- 
ers by other nations. But, she has the 
faculty of making promises that ap- 
pease—and of explaining her reverse 
stand through equivication. Strange 
enough the other powers seem always 
to recognize their own misinterpre- 
tation of the question. With it realized 
that she is of necessity employing 
caution in her international affairs 
until the crucial year of 1936, we 
wonder then what further ignominy 
Western Countries will have to tol- 
erate. 
•    •    * 
STALIN THE TERRIBLE 
Civilized countries are shuddering 
at the diabolical tactics displayed re- 
cently by Stalin. The entire family of 
an official's assassin—wife, aged moth- 
er, sons, and daughters—all met death 
at the hands of a red firing squad. 
And then, "as an expression of the 
government's determination that Nico- 
laev's act should not be the model for 
others," they mowed down sixty-six 
other Russians—none of whom were 
accused of having anything to do with 
the crime. To Josef Stalin, who was 
inspired to this fanatical purge be- 
cause of the assassination of his 
friend, the U. S. embassy in Moscow 
sent sincere expressions of sorrow. In 
Washington, however. Senator Borah 
—long time champion for Soviet recog- 
nition—boomed his disgust. Czarist 
Russia with all its despotism at least 
showed some resemblance of Justice. 
In fact, such a thing has not happened 
in that country since the rule of Ivan 
The Terrible. 
•   *   • 
WE ARE STILL A DEMOCRACY 
Cotton farmers will soon be allowed 
to vote their approval of the govern- 
ment's policy of crop reduction. Two 
million growers will vote yes or no to 
the continuance of the Bankhead Com- 
pulsory Control Act for one year fro'n 
June, 1935. If the vote is favorable, 
next year's crop will be limited to 
10,400,000 bales. The necessary two- 
thirds majority is easily anticipated 
by the government. But again we won- 
der whether real prosperity can be at- 
tained by the shackling of nature's 
bounty. 
LAVAL SUCCESSOR OF BARTHOU 
The change of ministry in France 
indicates to us a certain shift for the 
better in hor foreign policies. Under 
the militant hand of Foreign Minister 
Louis Barthou, Prance was coming 
closer and closer to a clash with her 
traditional enemy, Germany. Barthou, 
reared in the old school of pre-war 
intrigue, had an implacable hatred for 
anything Germanic. He believed 
France's only hope to be increased 
armaments. By skillful alliances he 
formed the "iron ring" around Ger- 
many. His assassination, however, 
brought as a successor Pierre Laval- 
modern and peace loving. He is open- 
ing the door to France's only other 
course—a policy of friendship and im- 
proved relations with Germany. Im- 
portant is his success to all of Eu- 
rope. For, with a Franco-German un- 
derstanding there can be peace in 
Europe. Without, war will always be 
menacing. 
Hilda Kerkof f 
Visits Florida 
Over Christmas 
German Students Spend 
Holiday In City 
Of Miami 
A talk with the telephone supervisor revealed the same condition 
Out-of-town calls to Bates which do not specify the dormitory also re- 
quire a call to the Bursar's office, and also if this office is closed, it means 
the same tr.al and error method with a great loss of time to get the person 
on the phone. 
6,205 Bates catalogues were printed this fall, and although three 
thousand were immediately sent out to high and prep schools, it seems 
as though there are enough left, only four are wanted, to give to the 
companies that have been mentioned. 
The other pressing need, that of the directories in the dormitories, 
should also be fulfilled at once, and considering the great convenience and 
service they will offer, the trivial costs should not be an argument for 
not having them installed, 
i 
What we are vitally in need of now are these directories and the 
catalogues in the hands of the telephone and telegraph companies so that 
precious time will not be lost as is the case now when emergencies arise 
over which we have no control. The cost would be minute, but the service 
convenience, and aid would be greatly appreciated bv messengers, visitors' 
and the men of East and West Parker and John Bertram Halls 
It Migkt IW Been* Prevent 
1932—A co-ed injures herself when she falls, because of poor light- 
ing, on the stairs in Cheney House during a fire drill. 
1934—This same co-ed severely sprained her ankle when she fell on 
the slippery steps of Frye Street House. This injury required 
a visit to the Hospital for an X-Ray examination. 
1935—This same co-ed severely injures her spine when she falls on 
the slippery steps of Rand Hall. This injury will mean confine- 
ment to the hospital for a month. 
Popular  Speaker 
Here Next Week 
Dr. E. F. Brightman Of Bos- 
ton Well Known As Author 
And Lecturer 
True to the tradition established 
several years ago by the transfers 
from the German Universities to 
American institutions, Hilda Kerkoff, 
a special student this year at Bates, 
travelled through all the Atlantic coast 
states down to Miami. Florida, to meet 
the rest of the transfer students for a 
real German Christmas celebration. 
However, their Christmas Eve did 
differ radically from the familiar snow 
scene, Kris Kringle, and Die Tannen- 
baum. 
Under a full Southern moon^ with 
a heavy surf pounding on Miami 
beach, these boys and girls, numbering 
about 30 in all, gathered around a 
small tree set in the sand, tipped with 
flaming red candles, which flickered in 
the breeze, to sing German carols and 
receive their gifts from Kris Kringle. 
As a climax to the occasion, they en- 
joyed the unusual experience (for 
Christmas, at least) of a moonlight 
swim in the warm waters of the South 
Atlantic. 
From Many Colleges 
This meeting in Miami was really 
a reunion for these students who had 
met previously in Germany, had 
crossed on the same steamer, and had 
stayed together in Boston until faring 
forth to their respective universities 
all over the country, such as Harvard, 
Mt. Holyoke, Smith, Amherst, Yale, 
Mass. Institute of Technology, Theolo- 
gical Seminary of Hartford, Conn., U. 
of Vermont, Williams, Fletcher School 
of Foreign Diplomacy, W h e a t o n, 
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, 
Canada, Aurora College, Wells, Bates, 
Witterberg, Iowa State, Dickenson, 
Kansas State, Nebraska State, Yale 
Divinity School, U. of Cincinnati, Vas- 
sar, Agnes Scott, Steven's Institute, 
Georgia Tech, Georgia State, St. Mary 
of the Woods, Indiana, and the U. of 
Toronto, Canada. 
Naturally, they had so much to dis- 
cuss and so may tales to tell that the 
few days that they were together 
passed all too quickly. They spent 
much time in sight seeing and in ad- 
miring the beauties of nature, for all 
true Germans are lovers of Nature, 
and the semi-tropical scenery was a 
strange and fascinating sight to them. 
June In December 
Everything which formerly they had 
merely read about, they saw at last 
with their own eyes. The groves of 
orange and grapefruit trees, with their 
fruit hanging heavily on the limbs, 
the graceful and exotic palm trees, the 
Everglades swamp lands, many snakes 
in the roadway, old live oak trees with 
their hoary fringe of grey Spanish 
moss, the Indians of Florida, the alli- 
gators, cocoanuts and cocoanut trees, 
the broad smoothness of Daytona 
beach, famed as a race course for Sir 
Malcolm Campbell, and the ludraci lb- 
able turquoise blue of the ocean. 
Judging from the marvelous tan 
that Miss Kerkoff acquired she must 
have spent the best part of her time 
swimming and sun bathing while at 
Miami. Later they drove down through 
all the Keys, over to Naples, and up to 
St. Petersburg. There she had to bid 
the others farewell, and hurry back up 
north, because Bates reopened much 
sooner than most of the other schools. 
Hilda declares that she suffered at 
first most keenly from the cold of 
Maine, because of the quick change in 
climate. From St. Petersburg, Fla. she 
reached Boston, Mass. by bus, riding 
two and one-half days, and three 
nights. Passing through the southern 
states, she was distressed upon ob- 
serving the condition of the Negroes, 
their poor delapidated shantys strewn 
along the road side, and the bus 
driver's refusal to even take on Negro 
passengers. The general attitude of 
the South was quite a shocking sur- 
prise, as contradictory to our attitude 
in New England, and Germany, too. 
o  
Camp Adviser 
ANTHONY HERBST 
Anthony Herbst 
Is Supervisor Of 
C.C.C. Education 
Bates    Men    Instructing 
In Government And 
Economic Courses 
Anthony P. Herbst of Lewiston, a 
former Bates student and now Regional 
Supervisor for the Educational Pro- 
gram in the district of Maine, is at- 
tempting to introduce a permanent 
policy of education direction in the 
CCC camps throughout New England. 
At present the headquarters of Mr. 
Herbst are at camp 123 in Lewiston, 
Maine. 
Herbst received his M.A. from Bos- 
ton University and then studied in 
France. At this camp, which are his 
headquarters, three Bates students 
have been giving instruction in Econ- 
omics and Government to those men 
stationed there. Harry T. Madden '35 
has been giving instruction in Econ- 
omics, while John Gross '35 and Rus- 
sell Fifield '35 have had charge of 
the government courses. This work by 
the Bates men has been going on since 
the latter part of October and will con- 
tinue till March. Instruction is given 
by the Bates men twice a week, three 
hours a  night. 
 o  
Dr. Benninghoff 
To Talk Saturday 
Friend  Of Dr.   Gray  Will 
Speak On Political 
» State Of Japan 
Pepys 
Thru the 
Keyhole 
Carnival Directors 
Seek   Assistants 
Now that Carnival time is near, 
much work will have to be done 
in preparation for this annual 
Winter event, and those Fresh- 
men, eds and co-eds, who wish to 
get credit should get in touch with 
either Ruth Frye '35 or Carl Mllli- 
ken '35, Directors of the Winter 
Carnival. Decisions of election of 
Freshmen into the Junior Body 
will be based greatly on the work 
done by Freshmen during Carni- 
val time. The skating rink will 
have to be cleaned off from time 
to time, the toboggan chute is 
assembled, and for the Carnival 
proper, many jobs will be ready 
for the aspirants to governing 
body of the Outing Club. 
Dr. Benninghoff. who recently ob- 
served his twenty-fifth year of service 
at Waseda University, Tokio, will 
speak before the student body in 
Chapel this Saturday morning, Jan- 
uary 12th. 
The doctor, a missionary to Japanese 
students, is a foremost figure in Jap- 
anese student work and is well known 
for his interpretation of Western 
Civilization to the Japanese. 
Dr. Benninghoff will speak at Colby 
Friday morning, and in the evening 
of Saturday he will be the principal 
speaker before a specially invited 
group of men at the United Baptist 
ChuYeh of Lewiston. If it can be ar- 
ranged, Dr. Benninghoff will also 
speak before Dr. Zerby's classes on 
Saturday. 
He is a personal friend of-President 
Gray and used to write articles for 
him several years ago. In Chapel this 
Saturday morning it is expected he 
will give his point of view concerning 
the Japanese political situation. 
  o  
Famous Chinese Scholar 
Will Speak In Chapel 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Bernard T. Drew 
On Gospel Team 
Students    Conduct    Services 
In Churches Of Boston 
As Practice Work 
Dr. Edgar F. Brightman will speak 
on the "Relationship of God to the 
Present Conflict" on Wednesday, Jan- 
uary 16, at 7:00 P. M. in the Y. room 
at Chase Hall. 
Dr. Brightman, the dean of the Bos- 
ton Graduate School and also a pro- 
fessor of philosophy, is the outstand- 
ing representative of the personalists 
in the fields of philosophy and re- 
ligion. He is the author of several 
books on these subjects, euch as 
"Finding God," and "The Personality 
of God." 
His forceful, yet friendly delivery 
make him widely sought as a platform 
speaker. Particularly is he in demand 
among student groups. 
Last June he addressed the Y. W. 
C. A. delegates at Camp Maqua, 
where, incidently Dr. Zerby was also 
a speaker. Last fall he spoke at the 
Faculty Council on Religion at Welles- 
ley, which was attended by Professors 
Myhrman, Sawyer, and Zerby. 
PROF. R. R. K GOULD 
TO SPEAK JAN. II 
Professor R. R. N. Gould will tell "A 
Tale of the Shirt" to members of the 
faculty at the next meeting of the 
Round Table on Friday, January 11, 
at the home of Professor .and Mrs. 
Robert G. Berkelman. Hosts and host- 
esses for the evening will be Professor 
and Mrs. Berkelman, Dr. and Mrs 
William   B.   Thomas,   Professor   anfl 
Mrs. Robert D. Seward, and Professor   *"    Hlst<°Jr>r-   He was recently elected Angelo P. Bertocci "ofessor   vice-president of his class at the The- 
lological School. 
Bernard T. Drew '34 of Patten. 
Maine is among the students at Bos- 
ton University's School of Theology 
who eompose eleven new gospel teams 
to begin the annual series of services 
in churches in Greater Boston. Drew 
is one of five members of the team 
which will conduct Sunday evening 
and young people's services at the 
Methodist Episcopal Church in Need- 
ham Heights during the month of 
January. 
These teams of student theologians 
will visit and conduct services in vari- 
ous churches near Boston during the 
next three months in an effort to gain 
practice in their work and to aid the 
churches. John W. Lewiien of Hast- 
ings, Neb.,  is directing the project. 
While at Bates Drew was active in 
the Outing Club, the 4-A Players, and 
track, and he majored in Government 
the Second Opium Conference called 
in Switzerland by the League of Na- 
tions. Being one of the three chosen 
through thirty-four organizations it 
was his duty, to represent the Chinese 
people as a whole. 
Helps Students 
The more recent years he has spent 
first as Associate General Secretary of 
the China National Committee, and 
now he has been giving most of his 
time to work among the students both 
in China and In co-operation with the 
World's Student Christian Federation 
He has been visiting countries in the 
wide£   separated   continents   of  Asia 
?n N-frUthOPAe' *"? is for the thfrd "me in orth America. 
At the Bufflo Student Volunteer Con- 
mi '^ X\ met the ^ar-lnd of 1931-32, he made one of the three out- 
standing addresses there, and to this 
Convention Bates sent eight repre 
sentatives. Immediately following this 
he spoke at Bowdoin. but he did not 
come to Bates at that time. 
Dr. Compton Speaks 
Dr. Karl Compton would have us 
believe that scientists create more 
jobs than they destroy. The M. I. T 
president recently told the Association 
of Life Insurance Presidents that it 
would be utter folly for natural science 
to mark time: also that many nations 
carrying forward scientific work in 
welfare form prove this makes for 
economic security. 
All we can say is that despite the 
greatest of scientific advancements 
made prior to 1929, there was created 
a situation of depression and unem- 
ployment which the finest of economic 
thinkers, cannot attribute any more 
positive cause than that very scientific 
advancement itself. 
Dame Rumor, my trusted friend and 
advisor, reported that you missed me 
... I was moved . . . that good lady 
added that Cliffy,  Hairbreadth Harry, 
and Heyebrow Hazel clamored for me 
lustily . . . which news brot tears to 
my eyes and a brand new New Year's 
resolution to mind ... I resolved to 
heed  the  call  of duty  and  bring  my 
voluntary  exile  to a  close  ... so   I 
snatched my pajamas and tooth-brush 
boarded the express and,  Heigho, my 
laddies  and  lassies,  I  am  here!   .  .  . 
so   what?  ...   so  take  off  your  ear 
muffs . . . lest you fear your, ears may 
burn . . . fold your hands and J shall 
tell  you strange  tales  . . .  Does  this 
spell bind you? . . . O'corset does! . . . 
As   far  as   the   weather  goes   I   was 
greeted with a cold reception on my re- 
toin to Loiston  (pardon my New Joi- 
sey accent)  . . . never saw so much 
snow . . . which reminds me . . . hast 
seen   the   new   three-act   play .-'Snow- 
bound?" . . . Act I ... It snows and 
snows and  snows .  .  .  Act  II   .   .   . 
Scene:    Lane  homestead  .  .   .  Time: 
After snowstorm . . . Fos about three 
feet from front door shovels snow furi- 
ously . . . Act III Scene:  Before Rand 
Hall  . . . Time:  Two days later . . . 
Fos,   clean   forspent,   emerges   from 
snow     tunnel     brandishing     splinter 
which  she   claims  was a  shovel   two 
days previous . . . Ain't that a meller- 
dramma, b'gosh . . . Didst hear you say 
"Fust rate, b'gorry," Lilyan? ... So 
much  monotony  in   life  .  .  .  History 
just repeats itself over and over . . . 
here   we   have   Sleuth   Sherman   and 
Callahan, the modern version of Sher- 
lock Holmes and Watson . . . and the 
resurrection of Casanova in capricious, 
precocious Roger . . . during vacation 
he had dates in Portland and Sanford 
.  .  . couldn't quite   make  Camden  so 
sent book . . . and on  Sunday  he es- 
corted   our  Frances  to  Preview  .   .   . 
you  girls  will  just  have  to adopt  an 
altruistic attitude and share and share 
alike ... I heard somewhere that this 
fine  upstanding cullich  is soon  to  be 
turned  into a School for Scandal . . . 
but   Prexy   would   know   more   about 
that than I . . . Punctilious Dow  who 
just   can't   be   punctual,   and   conse- 
quently  suffers  from  punctured  pride 
. . . 'Tis said one grows old waiting for 
him to keep an eight o'clock date . : . 
Do   you   know   the   story   about   the 
Freshman    co-ed     who    barged     into 
Parker Hall one morning because she 
wanted to see Prexy . . . and neily did, 
Here's   something  right   in   line   with 
the Repeal . . . Bates always succeeds 
in  boing  up  to  date  ...  we  have  a 
Mushing  Barr-maid among  the  Frosh 
.  .  .  she  used  to  play  cards  all  the 
time,  but gave up because  she  never 
held an ace . . . Several epidemics on 
campus . . . what with the impetigo 
enthusiasts   and   the  disastrous  colds 
Miss Hayden is right busy . . . those 
prideless    individual    who   don    long- 
legged   "woolies"   to  defy   the  wintry 
blasts seem  to be immune to "sniv- 
vels," but the nurse is worrying about 
that   duulv    lad    who   still   stalks   the 
campus clad  in his favorite knee-grip 
knickers . . .  Heh!   heh!   that were a 
good   'un!   .   .   .   saw   Andy   "coming 
gup" the street the other day all aglow 
and abeam over a new ideeeah about 
sifllisayshun  (civilization to you)  . . 
then there is the King's daughter who 
goes for rocks and Stone(s)   in a big 
way . . . 'S funny how the ravages of 
love  affect  some   people  .  .   .   there's 
Muskey . . . he's slipped off his cloud 
up there in Heaven and lost that "duty 
or die" expression . . . actually smokes 
- . . but look at Crawfish, or—oh, what 
is his name? . . . he's about to usurp 
the throne up in the angelic ether . . . 
and that Haskell blade is considering 
building a  dam  .  .  .  with  Durell  the 
architect ... he contends that such a 
project   located   close   to   the   campus 
would benefit us all ... I hae me doots 
. . . Aldnch and Doc Sawyer are mak- 
ing names for themselves . . . the for- 
mer as Bates biggest eater . . . another 
case where the local boy makes good 
... our psychic bud feasts, dines, sups, 
or what have you  (MNX)  at the YW 
(A   ne   Wimmen's   Cat  Association) 
«t',' 11 °!'e ,as yet knows whv' a'tho Stan Sherlock reports that the mystery 
is near solution ... One word descrip- 
ttoa of Junle Sawyer: bubbly and 
may I pass on to you that heroic pun 
l ran across in some article on Monte 
Carlo . . "Only the brave chemin de 
, f : ' -,yY.ilbur Nostril, this country's 
latest millionaire, who reaped a for- 
tune selling sucker lists of suckers 
who buy sucker lists . . . reminds me 
of the time-worn adage "You can fool 
some of the people " . . .Would like 
to say that if anyone else, irrespective 
of who he is, asks me if I had a good 
vacation, I shall fly into a goose-pimplv 
rage and tie him to the top of the flag- 
pole . . and won't he look pretty 
dangling from the top like an old 
empty beer bottle? ... To the dance 
Saturday even ... and felt very con- 
spicuous, being the only man there 
heard several express the desire that 
the Bobcats would play a little of the 
post war music . . . also heard a men- 
tion of Ki-asna . . . which made me 
wonder why we are entertained no 
longer with his darn (Sunday syll- 
able) clever parodies . . . Milt goes 
down in the Bates Hall of Fame as 
Luscious Lindy" since that adoring 
damsel leaned her head on his shoul- 
der, nestled comfortably, sighed and 
cooed, "You have such luscious green 
eyes . and then she sighed again 
. and if the Preview had been a 
little earlier, she would no doubt have 
added,  "May   I  call  v0„   Twitter    be 
tic  i>o!e 8 minutf. in his eharacteris- 
topknot   ' ' ,h  "e,Khand  caress'ng his lnnrt   l«M '      e 0ther arm akimbo, the hand  laid carefully  on  his  hip.  palm 
ample 'of  f  nart»cn,»rly  concrete   ex- am
* .    °
r
,
terpsichorean  grace An 
end to this twaddle . . .Ah. parting is 
such sweet sorrow, especial y when for 
all we know we may never meet again 
my fat friends! again. 
MRCOUECUffE 
Jttws 
By ROSIE M. GALLINART" 
Dissatisfaction with marks receive 
on quiz papers graded by FER ,   , 
01 
ent   workers   is   forming   a   t 
conversation  at B.  U. and has K™ 
brought to the attention of the facni 
Among  the   students  there 
the complaint that student correct™! 
have been working on quiz paper. ? 
the recreational rooms, and • 
had   been  assigned   this task mJz 
to keep them busy.   However. a,.co„' 
lug   to   their  code,  any  "evidence M 
insincerity   or   failure   to   c -Mienu 
would   result   in   the   cancel!;: Uoa !J 
assignments" so . 
How disappointing to find ou;  afte 
years and years of training, th .    Kl . 
the country needs is tea 
to look  at."   Professor  Hall ,,r R  ,' 
says, although a teacher mav not he 
particularly attractive physl ally th! 
njagnetlc and lovable per^i; 
may  have   will  make  the  y 
love her and want to work tlu-j,- hard, 
est for her. To learn this, a tl 
which one has little control, so |&te ia 
Five or more generations of \meri 
can ancestry are one of the .-eqUi~ 
ments for award of 20 new $Km scho. 
arships to be awarded annually bv 
Colby College beginning next faif 
This stipulation is contained in the 
bequest to the college of $50 
the specific purpose of providing schol- 
arship aid to "needy male students of 
American colonial or revolutionary an- 
cestry." After seeing some oi 
ealogies that were required for the 
sociology course. The Family, p-rhaps 
a similar bequest rightly should toi. 
low to Bates. 
The caption, "Students Drive Car 
Take Bath and Milk Cow in Public 
Speaking Classes," was enough to 
catch anyone's attention. At Saint 
Laurence U. it is revealed that the 
public speaking classes are studvfog 
gesture and pantomime with amusing 
results. 6 
At Northeastern there is to be a ball 
at which the weight and color of the 
hair of the coed is to be an admitting 
factor. There is to be a genera! ad 
mission price of one dollar. In addi- 
tion to that, there will be a tax of 
fifteen cents for red-heads, twenty 
cents for blondes, and twenty-flre 
cents for brunettes. There will also be 
a charge of two cents for each pound 
that the girl weighs over the first 
one-hundred pounds. Henna rinses 
and diets certainly will be gi tng on in 
that part of the country 
Prom the Whoaton \>»..--7»*. 
Chemistry departmenirVias gone verj 
snooty, and tea is sen 4 \n me \a\>. 
every afternoon for those who seek 
life among the test tubes. To our mind 
so innocent of anything connected 
with that department, it seems an 
unusually domestic note. Labs, to us 
were mysterious haunts wher darkish 
liquids bubbled and explosions were 
imminent. The tea, by the way, is 
served in beakers, heated we presume, 
over Bunsen burners, and the 
synthetic. The cookies are hi 
goodness A. and P. (not an ad.). 
Incidentally     the    Wheaton    paper 
quotes  us  three  times  and  gi 
credit to "The  Bate Student."   That 
is  incorrect. Wheaton;  the "a" ia not 
silent as in debris.   It is Bates Student. 
A certain professor was explaining 
to his students the difference between 
a   university   and  an  insane   asylnm. 
To prove his point he said, "You 
to show improvement to get out 
asylum." 
Inasmuch    as    all    programs     aw 
theme songs, the students of Eta 
Macon  picked   a  few  for  them 
Astronomy—"I  Saw Stars".  Bi 
Sweet Mystery of Life", Chenr 
..«
moke
 
Gets
 
in
 
Your
 Eyes", Ge. 
When   It's  Springtime   in   the 
If8 •   p"b»e   Speaking—"Pardon   Mai 
buthun Accent", Economics—"Are You 
»ia .'nf.    Any    M<>ney",    Psyclu. 
Did   \ou   Ever  See   a   Dream   Walk- 
'ng?,  Glee   Club—"Learn   to   I 
r
-   r—'You're a  Builder  Upper     Ex- 
ams— The  Last  Round-Up",   an 1  Va- 
cations—"Rollin'   Home" 
1" 
9 were 
i-op. » 
omp'y 
bird 8 
At a scavenger hunt held a 
°, 
aine
 ^e following arti,, 
listed;   signature   of  an   Or.,.: 
beer bottle one cobble stone, a 
nest, etc. The winners of the P«* 
discovered a large cardl ard box 
which contained a grapefrui wrapped 
in many, many funny sheets. A mes- 
sage inside read, "Rudy took it. ran 
first 
From Wheaton, "The Firs; 
"Do you remember when 
met in the revolving doors at 
offlce?" 
"Yes. but that wasn't the first  ti"» 
we met." 
"Well,  no;   but  that   when  we  first 
began going around with each 
By popular request, 
UNCLE SAM PEPYS, 3rd. 
At   Pitt  the   names,   addresses, and 
telephone   numbers   of   all   the  o)-ed 
frosh   can   be   bought   for   ten 
Good suggestion for a gift to a P':t 
man or  someone in  that vicinity. 
A danca 
A data 
Perchanta 
Out latta 
A classa 
A quizza 
No passa 
Gee whizza 
gates Weathermen Continue 
Accurate Daily Predictions 
College Bureau Completes Survey Of Records For 
1934—February Rates As Coldest 
Month During Year 
WEATHER 
Average    Maximum Minimum    Weather 
ry 1 21.00 34 5 ?«, 
ry2 16.33 24 12 J" ,n. snow 
Jal)uary 3 13.62 22 1 JJ 
January 4 2.33 22 __8 fa)r 
January 5 9.25 23 —i . . 
try 6 31.08 41 14 JJ 
Record to  Date 
Coldest-2.33 (4th) Warmest-31.08 (6th) 
Snowfall to date  Inches 
!i,'ficiency snowfall       1625 
Precipitation to date  
Deficiency precipitation   ' 
January Average           '"* 
Temperature to date 
Deficiency tern perature by days     ' 19'43    ' 
Forecast accuracy 11 out of 12 
The Bates Weather Bureau student 
forecaster.- have maintained an aver- 
ajeaccur.: y in forecasting during the 
operation of the forecasting of .840 per 
„nt During the closing weeks of 
1534 the -indents associated with the 
,eather ureau have been compiling 
totals of temperature, rainfall and 
..,,:, the past year and have 
compared the amounts with those re- 
corded by tlie Union Water Power 
Company, of Lewiston, during the past 
(1) years. Guy Sedgley, of the college, 
has looked after the recording of the 
temperatures by the college thermom- 
eter and has given the list of hourly 
recording- to the weather bureau 
daily. 
The average temperature for the 
jear 1934 was 43.56 as compared with 
the average over a period of 49 years 
oi 44.6s. Only 16 years in this record 
of 49 are below the 1934 average. The 
coldest year experienced in Lewiston 
since the L'nion Water Power Com- 
pany be-in to keep records was 39.35 
in 1SS6; the warmest was 46.50 in 
1S9S and  1931. 
February, 1934, established the low- 
est average temperature of any month 
on record—10.07. Nearly everyone will 
recall that in this month there were 
(our consecutive days when the aver- 
age daily temperature was below zero, 
namely. 6th—3.82; 7th—2.79; 8th— 
171; ami 9th—8.83. On the 6th and 
?th of that cold month the hourly 
minimums reached were —6 and —24 
respectively. February for 48 years 
had an average  temperature of  19.58. 
N'ovember stands at the oposite ex- 
treme uf variation from the 48 year 
image of 36.23. In 1934 November 
had an average of 39.52, making it 
the  fourth    warmest    November    on 
mord. 
Ternary,    Auguat,    October,    July, 
"tasiv June, December and January 
were hs>w their 4S years average in 
the order   named.    November,   May, 
April and September were above their 
averages. 
Precipitation 
The average precipitation during the 
•M 51 years is 43.60 inches, and in 
1S34 the t,>tal precipitation, rain and 
snow, was 43.16 inches. The year was 
practically normal for precipitation. 
The heaviest precipitation on record 
was in the year 1878 when 57.82 inches 
were recorded, and the lightest in 1899 
when the total was 32.74 inches. 
September was the outstanding 
month insofar as monthly precipita- 
tion is concerned. The 59 year average 
'or this month was 3.57 inches. In 
1*34 the • ,al recorded was 9.77 inches 
which broke all records for Septem- 
°er. Rain fell in measurable amounts 
on 12 days in that month and traces 
«'■ rain (amounts less than 0.01 in- 
dies) occurred on four other days. On 
the ISth of the month 5.13 inches fell 
and this undoubtedly established a rec- 
ord for a 24 hour fall. The nine clear 
J«ys thai occurred in September, 
W4, als     ied the low mark of clear 
:
" a 57 year period. 
JAMES P.  MURPHY CO. 
INC. 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
Lewiston   Monumental   Works 
HO BATES STREET LEWISTON 
        TELEPHONE 4634-R 
CALL 
4040 
'"OR RIAL COURTEOUS 
TAXI SERVICE 
LEWISTON,   -   MAINE 
LEWISTON SHOE 
HOSPITAL 
■ S \ I1ATTUS STREET 
we Specialize in 
8EP.-«IKING LOTUS SHOES 
**««, JOB BIKRNAKI, '36 
fiOWNING'S 
CANDY STORE 
*• Make Our Own let Cream 
M
 COURT STREET AUBURN 
Snowfall 
71'M*^1*1 snowfall for 1934 was 
71.23 inches compared with a 59 yea? 
average of 85.47 inches. The year was 
below normal then in this past year 
Measurable amounts of snow fell on 
?,oa,ys,with the neatest daily fall 
of 12 inches on February 26; 10 Inches 
and 7.50 inches on the 20th and 23rd 
respectively, of the same month. Snow- 
rails in February accounted for 41 in- 
ches of the total of 71.23 inches. The 
three days in February, mentioned 
above, together with the fall of 6 00 
inches on the 29th of December, ac- 
counted for half of the year's snow- 
fall. It would seem apparent from 
these figures that exceptional heavy 
snowfalls, such as we experienced on 
New Year's Day, 1935, are rather rare. 
It also seems apparent that heavy 
snowfalls for the year, as a whole, are 
rare and certainly not the average. 
The heaviest snowfall recorded is that 
of 1876 when. 154.50 inches fell and 
the lightest is 44.30 inches in 1895. 
Only 24 years of the 60 year record 
are greater than the average of 85 
inches. 
Clear  Days 
No complete record is available for 
the number of clear days in the past 
year, but July, with 18 clear days was 
outstanding and broke the record of 
17 days for that month. A minimum of 
five clear days was reported in June 
in 1917, 1920 and 1922, and again in 
1934. September also tied the previous 
low mark for clear days. • 
The longest run of clear days was 
in March, from the 12th to the 23rd, 
when for 12 days there was no preci- 
pitation. In December, from the 5th 
to 17th, 12 days there was no meas- 
urable precipitation, although there 
were snow flurries on two of these 
days. 
A    clear    day,    according    to     the 
weathor    buroau,   la   a   day    when    less 
than 3/10's of the sky  is obscured by 
clouds. 
Rainy   Days 
A rainy day is one in which more 
than 0.01 inches of rain, (or an equiv- 
alent amount of snow) falls. If it is 
not a rainy day, it is listed as fair, 
regardless of the cloudiness that may 
exist. The average number of rainy 
days in a year in Lewiston for the 
past 57 years is 136.1; the greatest 
amount, 184, occurred in 1884, when 
50.80 inches of rain fell; and the least 
amount, 108. occurred in 1908 and 
1914, when 36.31 inches and 35.31 in- 
ches, respectively, were measured. In 
1934 there were 115 rainy days and 
the year stands 49 in this respect. 
More than one-fourth of the total pre- 
cipitation of the year occurred on 4 
of these 115 rainy days, namely, 5.13 
BILL 
THE BARBER 
FOR 
EDS AND CO-EDS 
CHASE HALL 
Compliments of 
TUFTS 
BROTHERS 
Printing Specialists 
Telephone 1710 
193 MIDDLE ST. LEWISTON 
The College Store 
IS FOR 
Bates Students 
A COMPLETE LINE OF 
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON 
SALE FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 
DROP IN BETWEEN 
CLASSES 
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Where Dr. Storm Works 
M—.—. huiw -.-«:..•..:«•■.-. 
2u*^2? map Sh.°WS SOme of the territ°>-y served  by Dr.  Harold Storm  in 
m« work as a medical  missionary.   He often treats as many as 100 patients 
in  a  single  day. 
D      \T7      i-T     AD1/     Registered Druggist 
K.     W.     CLAKJV     Pure  Drugs and Med.c.nes 
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY 
Corner Bates and Main Streets LEWISTON,  MAINE 
LEWISTON RUBBER CO. 
Xubber and Sporting Goods of All Descriptions 
SKATE* SK11S AND HOCKEY «*K*»^ 
213 USBON STREET 
inches—September 18; 2.18 inches and 
2.13 inches on July 27 and 28; 186 
inches on April 12; and 1.41 inches 
on April 1st. These were true rainy 
days. More than 27 days showed an 
half inch of more of precipitation, but 
43 days, or nearly half the number of 
rainy days, showed less than 0.10 
inches. 
Compared with the greatest number 
of consecutively clear days, there were 
7 rainy days in succession in June, 
from the 10th to the 16th inclusive, 
when 0.85 inches of rain fell. These 
seven days showed rather light aver- 
age precipitation when compared with 
the 17th and 18th of July when 4.31 
inches of rain fell, and when 6.27 in- 
ches fell on the 17th and 18th of 
September. 
Summary 
The year 1934 will go down in the 
record as being slightly below the 
average as far as temperature is con- 
cerned; about average as far as pre- 
cipitation is concerned; well above 
the average in clear days; and fairly 
close to the average in rainy days. It 
was  pretty close  to an  average  year. 
Additional   Note 
The students who do the forecasting 
will continue to place temperature in- 
dications in the window of the Geog- 
raphy laboratory. Joseph Mallard has 
presented the department with large 
size numerals, red in color, which will 
be used as indicators. The form in the 
window indicates the following: Maxi- 
mum and minimum temperatures for 
the day before on the top line and 
the current reading of temperature, 
with the nearest hour, on the second 
line. This latter reading is changed 
from time to time during the day. In 
addition to this service, cards indi- 
cating  the  forecast  for  the next day 
nrp   also   nlarerl   in   tho   windAw    KI.TCS 
will be flown from the staff. It is 
essential, however, that students who 
road these card and flag signals keep 
in mind that a signal given after three 
o'clock indicates the weather for the 
next day. It is further to be noted 
that a fair day is one in which less 
than 0.01 inches of precipitation 
occurs. An overcast sky from which 
no rain or snow falls in measurable 
amounts does not render incorrect a 
forecast of fair. Finally if no black 
pennant is flown with the signal flag, 
it is being assumed that there will 
nnot be much change in temperature. 
MERRILL & WEBBER 
COMPANY 
PRINTERS-BOOKBINDERS 
95-99 Main St.,        AUBURN, ME.   j 
"3 liatrs Craoition" 
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM 
George A. Ross 
ELM STREET 
B.lcs 1904 
CITIES 
SERVICE 
FOR BETTER 
OIL & GAS 
FRED C. McKENNEY 
Corner College and Sabaitus Sts. 
WASHING and GREASING 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Streets 
Legion Commander 
Speaks In Chapel 
Herbert    R.    Bean    '23    Tells 
Students Of Objective 
For Americanism 
Herbert R. Bean '23, Maine State 
Commander of the American Legion, 
was the guest speaker In chapel last 
Saturday morning. Mr. Bean, who is 
principal of a grammar school In 
Bethel, told in his talk about the 
Resolution recently passed by the 
American Legion to make American- 
ism their primary object and the ob- 
ject of the country at large. 
According to Mr. Bean, the three 
duties of an American Citizen are to 
protect and defend the country, in- 
struct oneself in citizenship, and to 
so live that we give a distinct contri- 
bution for the common good. 
He also touched upon the troubled 
state of affairs in Europe with its lack 
of freedom of speech and the eradica- 
tion of religion that is going on at the 
present time. In contrast to this he 
gave the by-word —initiative—that la- 
bels America. 
While at Bates, Bean was President 
of his Freshman class, connected with 
the Y. M. C. A. all four years, Manager 
of football. Ivy Day speaker, and a 
member of Military Science for four 
years. 
o  
We Heard - - - 
That an Ohio man who had in- 
stalled a washing machine motor in 
his boy's toy automobile was in- 
formed that a license would be re- 
quired, and that when he went to 
the motor vehicle bureau to argue 
the point they referred him to their 
legal department. 
THE BLUE LINE 
LEWISTON - KIM r< 11(1 J - FARM1SGTON 
Lv. LKWISTON 
7:48 A. M..  1:00 P. M.. 5:00 P. M. 
Lv. RUMFORD 
7:35 A. M.. 12:50 P. M.. 4:50 P. M. 
Lv. FARMINGTON 
7:30 A. M..  12:45 P. M.. 4:45 P. M. 
J. E. LaFlamme 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
VISIT THE NEW 
STUDIO AT 
135 MAIN STREET 
Lewiston 
CARL HELDMAN. '35. Agent 
TELEPHONE 2134 
Arabian Cows Eat Dried 
Sardines Says Dr. Storm 
The    following   story    is    from    far 
away Arabia: 
That cave men and stories 
about them belong to an age long 
ago is not true, for right here .in 
Quara mountains many of the 
Bedouin had no other home than 
caves. The usual custom is for a 
man to take a cave and build an 
extension in front of sticks and 
grass so as to give privacy, and 
then he has a home. We were en- 
tertained for two nights in one 
of these caves. This particular 
one, the home of a sheikh, was 
about 8 by 12 feet and 5 feet in 
height. It was divided into three 
sections by rows of stones. The 
"Guest-chamber" on one side was 
just big enough for Qumbar and 
me to stretch out. In the place of 
a rug there was straw, covered 
with a cow's hide. In the center 
section was the fire and on the 
other side of the fire a pile of 
dried sardines which are fed to 
the cows as they are called to be 
milked. The sardines are only 
used when the cow is milked, for 
grass is present in abundance. 
Up to this point we had seen a 
fair number of desert Arabs, 
mostly from the mountain Quara 
tribes. They spoke the mountain 
or "Jebelayia" language, which is 
really not Arabic at all. They 
were most friendly and we were 
called on to treat a good many." 
Every morning delays were 
caused by the coming of Bedouin 
from the seeming nowhere and 
disappearing into the same just 
as they had come, leaving us to 
wonder at their ever uncertain 
state. 
From this spot until we reached 
the Jazir coast we were to ex- 
perience some real desert travel. 
On one occasion for seven days 
we met but one lone traveller, 
who was out searching for a 
camel. The longest we were be- 
tween water-holes was five days. 
By the fifth day the water in the 
skins had turned a bright yellow 
in color and was hot and smelly. 
On reaching the water-hole in the 
Bilad Bauthara after five days, the 
camel-men offered the camels wa- 
ter and it was interesting to 
watch them refuse water and wait 
another three days before drink- 
ing. 
For twenty-eight days thus we 
travelled, visiting Bedouin and 
treating them. They are nomadic 
and where there is an encamp- 
ment or village today one might 
find nothing tomorrow except a 
few signs of previous occupation. 
From Khaluf we went to Maslra 
• THE  NEW 
DENTISTRY 
A Phase of Preventive Medicine 
Colleg* Men find in it unusual 
opportunities for a career 
HARVARD   UNIVERSITY 
DENTAL   SCHOOL 
A competent course of preparation lor 
the  dental   profession.    A   "Class   A" 
School.  Write for t-alalogMI. 
LEROY M.S. MINER. D.M.O.. M.O.. O.an Oept. a,   188 Lona.ood Ave., Boston.  Mast. 
We can show you a varied 
selection  of 
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN 
PENS, LADIES' SILK 
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER 
HAND BAGS 
LEATHER BILL FOLDS 
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS 
Barnstone - Osgood 
JEWELERS 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
TURGEON'S 
BEFORE STOCK TAKING SALE 
REDUCTIONS 
From 10% to 30% 
Ends January 12 
Geo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
Everything  carried in   a 
First Clan Jewelry Store 
80 Lisbon Street Lewiston 
SIGN 
"BIG CHIME CLOCK" 
A. G. SPALDING 
ATHLETIC GOODS 
Skiis Basketball 
Skates and Track 
Snows hoes Supplies 
Skier's Equipment 
G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co. 
57 Court Street Auburn 
Telephone 2396 
DROP   IN 
AFTER THE SHOW 
OR 
WHEN DOWNTOWN 
FOR A 
Refreshing 
Light Lunch 
Beverages of A11 Kinds On Sale 
COLLEGE CAFE 
15 SABATTUS ST. LEWISTON 
f I LE 
f ESSAGER 
JPmblisiiiiig    Lo, 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
at 
225 LISBON STREET 
Former Bates Debater Will 
Help In Defense Of N. R. A. 
Robert B. Watts '22 Figures Prominently In Test 
Case To Come Before U. S. Supreme 
Court—Concerns Section 7-A 
Robert B. Watts "22. lawyer and 
member of the special council of the 
Industrial Labor Relations Board, will 
figure prominently soon in a test case 
being brought before the United 
States Supreme Court concerning the 
7-A section of the N. R. A. In this case 
Watts will be the chief representative 
for the D. S. government in its defense 
against the Houde Engineering Co. of 
Buffalo. 
This case is being moved along rap- 
idly for presentation to the Court, and 
it will be one of the most important 
test cases to be considered by the Su- 
preme Court relative to the special 
clause of the N. R. A. Already there 
has been much publicity given to it 
and to .Mr. Watts who is to be the 
loading figure for the government. 
Visited Lewiston 
Mr. Watts was in Lewiston before 
Christmas time, the week of December 
3rd, and was conducting an investi- 
gation at that time in connection with 
his work with the N. R. A. Board. 
Born in Portland, he graduated from 
Deering High School and then entered 
Bates and became Freshman Class 
President and Class Marshal in his 
Sophomore year. He also was on the 
class track teams his last three years. 
Island by sailboat. Here we spent 
five- very pleasant days. The 
island is about five by ten miles 
In size and Is the part time home 
of the Sheikhs of the Janaba, 
Shaf'i and Whahiba tribes. It has 
recently come into note a reserve 
station for the British Alrwavs, 
there being some two thousand 
tins of petrol in storage there. I 
was told. Nearly the entire popu- 
lation of the island turned out to 
see the doctor and to receive 
treatment. Many were taken along 
with us who needed operations 
and others were urged to come to 
the station. 
Taken   from   "A   Tour   to   Dhufar", 
by  DP.  Storm. 
SMART 
TUXEDOS 
FOR RENT 
lobb-Watson [b 
51   Court  Street Auburn 
BRING YOUR FILMS TO 
US FOR DEVELOPING 
AND FINISHING 
24 Hour Service 
The Quality Shop 
3 Minutes from Campus 
TELEPHONE 1817-W 
Famous Debater 
Watts is best remembered for his 
work done in debating. He won the 
Freshman Prize Speaking Contest, the 
Sophomore Prize Debate, received the 
Dow medals, and was a varsity debat- 
er all four years. Being a member of 
the Bates Debating team which went 
to Europe, he debated against Oxford 
at that University. 
In his Junior year he became Editor- 
in-Chief of the Bates Student and was 
the cheer leader that year. Other ac- 
tivities of his were in connection with 
Military Science, the Politics Club, 
the Student Council, and as the Argu- 
mentation Assistant his Junior and 
Senior yearfe. 
Leaving Bates, he went to the Yale 
Law School, from which he received 
his L.L.B. degree in 1925. At Yale he 
was appointed to Editorship of the 
Yale Law Review. 
Active  As Attorney 
He has been as active and progres- 
sive since leaving Bates and Yale as 
he was In these schools. In 1925, the 
year of his graduation from the Yale 
School, he was Assistant U. S. At- 
torney of New York City and from 
1927 to 1929 was Chief of the Pro- 
hibition Division of that same city. 
In 1929 he became the Chief Assistant 
Attorney of New York City of the 
Southern District. 
Two years later Watts associated 
himself with a law firm as a junior 
partner, and he received his present 
position with the Labor Relations 
Board in 1934. 
Maine 
Athletic Supply Co. 
Sporting Goods 
Suede Leather Jackets 
Sweat Shirts, Etc. 
STRAND THEATRE BLDG. 
226 MAIN STREET, LEWISTON 
Telephone 3732 
FLOWERS 
for 
All Occasions 
ANN'S FLOWER 
SHOP 
"The itore of individual aervice" 
AGENTS 
ASHTON ATHERTON, "36 
STANTON SHERMAN, '36 
Telephone  1587- W 
185 Main Street Lewiston 
GET IN ON OUR   REORGANIZATION   SALE    NOW GOING ON 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO BATES STUDENTS 
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE 
CORTELL'S 109-111 LISBON ST. LEWISTON 
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON AUBURN 
CRONIN & ROOT 
Sell Good Clothes 
TUXEDOS FOR RENT 
140 Lisbon Street Lewiston 
"Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
Fred. L Tower Companies 
|65 Middle Street, Portland, Maine 
Printers     -     Publishers 
Direct Mail Advertising     -     Mailing 
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COLBY TEAM SMOTHERS 
GARNET PUCK CHASERS 
White Mule Sextet Wins By I 1 --2 Score—Heldman 
Stops 61   Shots—Winners Boast Best 
Forward Line In New England 
By MARGARET HOXIE 
The annual A. A. Banquet will be 
held in Rand Hall Tuesday evening, 
January 15th. One of the features this 
year is to be the entertainment, the 
exact nature of which is being kept 
a secret and will not be divulged un- 
til the evening of the banquet. 
We are told, however, that as a de- 
parture from the usual idea of having 
an outside speaker, local talent will 
provide an enjoyable hour. The color 
scheme will be turquoise and yellow, 
and menus and table decorations will 
harmonize. Carol Blake '36, Anna 
Saundexs '36, and Jeanette Walker '37, 
will furnish music during the evening. 
President and Mrs. Gray, Prof, and 
Mrs. Pomeroy, and Doctor and Mrs. 
Sawyer are to be special guests. Vir- 
ginia McNally '35, is general chair- 
man, assisted by Thelnia Poulin '35, 
entertainment, Sally Hughes '35, dec- 
orations. Ruth Webber 36. food, and 
Constance Redstone '36, hospitality. 
The winter season of activities has 
already got under way; and due to 
most favorable weather conditions, the 
winter sports enthusiasts have been 
trying their luck on the Mt. David 
tracks. Snowshoeing has also been 
good, and there is expected to be some 
skating this week. Hours for A. A. 
are the same as usual. Betty Hobbs 
'35, is coach of winter sports, and 
Rosie Gallinari '35, is coach of basket- 
ball. 
Unless a few more girls signify their 
intention of taking tap-dancing as an 
extra activity twice a week, the class 
will not meet. This class is open to 
seniors only. 
Visiting the South End Arena, Wat- 
erville, last Saturday afternoon, the 
Bates Varsity Hockey team opened the 
intercollegiate state series by oppos- 
ing the Colby Mules, defending cham- 
pions. The 11-2 rout handed the Gar- 
net by the Colby six definitely makes 
the latter a favorite to retain their 
laurels this season. Lemieux at center, 
Paganucci at left wing, and Ross at 
right wing comprised the winner's first 
line, and seemed to function as the 
best forward line in the state and one 
I of the best in New England according 
to Referee Pat French. This trio ac- 
counted for eight out of the eleven 
Colby goals, with Lemieux beating the 
Bates goalie on five occasions. Shee- 
han, Mule defenseman, scored thrice. 
As in the St. Dom's game, the op- 
ener for the Garnet, Carl Heldman, 
goalie and captain, was the star for 
the losers turning back 61 Colby shots 
to keep the score within bounds. The 
defense had great difficulty in keeping 
the flashy Mule offense away from 
shot-range, but the ineffectiveness of 
the Bates offense against a clever 
Blue and Gray defense aided in keep- 
ing the visitors in their own territory 
for most of the time. 
After Lemieux's opening score at 
the end of three minutes of play, 
Toomey evened the score by caging 
a perfect pass from Dinsmore. Colby 
then, however, scored three more goals 
in the period to lead 4-1 as the second 
period started. Mendall shot in a re- 
bound shortly after to end the Garnet 
scoring for the afternoon as the win- 
ners forged ahead to a 7-2 lead at the 
end of the second period and an 11-2 
total victory- 
A strong Bowdoin six which lost to 
New Hampshire only by a 2-1 score 
will furnish the opposition for the 
Bobcats this evening at the St. Dom's 
Arena. 
ST. DOM'S CLUB 
DEFEATS BATES 
Colby  Game 
SUMMARY: 
Juniors Win Opening 
Hoop Contest, 38-18 
The fast moving Junior basketball 
team started the defense of its college 
championship last night when it 
turned lock the best efforts of the 
senior class by a score of 38—18. 
After a slow first quarter, which saw 
the score deadlocked at 4 all, the 
Juniors began to click and ran up a 
strong lead of 17—6 at the half. Led 
by Coleman with two baskets the 
fourth year team came back strong in 
the third quarter to cut the lead by a 
point but as Tabbut, Lenzi, and Cole- 
man went out on fouls the juniors 
piled on 14 more points in the final 
stanza to win in a walkaway. 
Tabbut, with 10 points, starred for 
the losers while Curtin was high 
scorer for the night with 12 points. 
The passing of Enagonio and Curtin, 
in the forward berths and Zaremba 
and Wellman, at the guards, looked 
like mid-season form and it was their 
superior handling of the ball on the 
floor which brought the victory. Clark, 
at 'center, was his usual proficient self 
in dumping in 10 points. Zaremba fol- 
lowed with 9. The freshmen will give 
the fans an opportunity to see their 
much talked of team in action when 
they play the sophomores tomorrow 
night in the next league game. 
Colby  (11) 
lw, Paganucci 
c, Lemieux 
rw, Ross 
Id, Sparkes 
rd, Russell 
g, Thompson 
Bates (2) 
rw, Mendall 
c, Meagher 
lw, Toomey 
rd, Lewis 
Id, Dinsmore 
g, Heldman 
Colby spares—Guiney, Duff, Robi- 
taille, Hannogan, Sheehan. 
Bates spares—Wood, Stetson, Nor- 
mal!, Dobrosky, Butler. 
SCORING: 
-1st  Period— 
3.20 
9.23 
Colby, Lemieux (rebound) 
Bates, Toomey  (pass from Dins- 
more) 
Colby, Ross   (pass   from   Pagan- 
ucci) 12.48 
Colby, Ross  (unassisted) 19-00 
Colby, Sheehan    (pass,   Pagan- 
ucci) 19.30 
—2nd  Period— 
Bates, Mendall   (rebound) 
Murphymen Lose Opener By 
5— I Count—Lewis Gets 
Cut Over Eye 
The Bates Varsity Hockey team op- 
ened its season at the arena in Lewis- 
ton on Thursday evening in a thrilling 
game with St. Dom's. Coach Murphy's 
boys played a very hard and fast 
game, but were defeated 5-1 by the 
amateur team which has had several 
previous encounters. 
Captain Heldman, one of the best 
goal tenders in the state, starred for 
the collegians by making 57 stops to 
12 for the St. Dom's net man. Timmy 
Meagher, a good stick handler, played 
a good game when he was on the ice. 
Dinsmore, a heavy defense man who 
has had a good deal of hockey ex- 
perience, was able to break up many 
of the advances of the powerful first 
line of the amateur club. 
Thebadeau of St. Dom's dominated 
the play by getting through the de' 
fense men with ease and taking many 
shots at the Bates goal. He scored 
the first tally unassisted after seven 
minutes of play. The St. Dom's team 
play a very fine offensive game and 
continually followed up the puck, so 
that some of the goals were scored on 
scrimmages in front of the cage. 
The contest was marred by one in- 
jury which may hinder the Bates team 
in the next few contests. Jason Lewis, 
a sophomore defense man who started 
the game, received a cut over his eye 
in the second period which required 
four stitches to close the wound. 
"Chick" Toomey. an all-round athlete 
playing left-wing, received a bump on 
his nose which added to the color of 
the game. The Bates team should im- 
prove by the lessons they learned so 
that in the State Series they will act 
as  experienced   players. 
DR. E. M. WRIGHT TO 
TRAVEL   ABROAD 
Colby, Lemieux  (unassisted) 
Colby, Sheehan  (rebound) 
Colby, Paganucci    (pass    from 
Lemieux) 
3.10 
13T.00 
15.20 
i 
18.50 
—3rd  Period— 
Colby, Lemieux (rebound) 14.50 
Colby, Lemieux (pass from Pag- 
anucci) 15.20 
Colby, Lemieux (unassisted) 19.00 
Colby, Sheehan (unassisted)          19.30 
Penalties: Sheehan (tripping): Rus- 
sell (illegal checking); Russell (hold- 
ing); Lewis (tripping); Sheehan 2 
(tripping); Robitaille (illegal check- 
ing). 
March 8 And 9 Dates 
For Shakespeare Play 
"Much Ado About Nothing", 
Shakespeare's most brilliant com- 
edy, will be presented by the 4-A 
Players, March 8 and 9 according 
to an announcement today. The 
cast  will   be   selected   this   week. 
Dr. Edwin M. Wright, head of the 
English department, will leave Lew- 
iston directly after the mid-year ex- 
amination period to begin his sabbati- 
cal leave. He will spend the next tew 
months abroad, and will return to 
Bates in the fall. 
Wrestling Squad 
Includes Several 
Rugged Tusslers 
Coach Al Beverage Has 
Sturdy Group Of 
College Matmen 
The Bates wrestling team is an or- 
ganization that has received little rec- 
ognition to date. There are about 
twenty rugged individuals who toll 
away on the mat each afternoon for 
hours on end. In the last three years 
some fine material has been developed 
by coaches Pattison and Beverage. 
The latter, a member of the class of 
'37. has had a great deal of experience 
both amateur and professional, in the 
tussling game. At Norwich University, 
he was the outstanding heavyweight 
In the section, and since then he has 
wrestled professionally with such 
luminaries as Regis Siki, negro heavy- 
weight champion, and Gus Sonnen- 
berg, ex-world heavyweight title- 
holder. In his many years of experi- 
ence. Al tells us he has seen no more 
promising group of college boys than 
the one he is handling right now. 
The only team weights which are 
not exceptionally well represented are 
the two lowest weights 118. and 126. 
In the 135 division, we have Gordon 
Senecal '36, and Joseph Kutch '37. 
These boys are evenly matched, and 
though are a little inexperienced, will 
provide likely competition for anyone 
in their class. 
At 145 there are several freshmen 
who have expressed a desire to wrestle 
but they will have some tough oppo- 
sition in their claims to fame. Tracy 
Chandler '35, who, according to Coach 
Beverage, is a comer, being wiry and 
fast, though a bit inexperienced. Rob- 
ert Fish '36, the champion of this 
class appears to be in for a great 
year. 
In the 155 pound class there will 
be lots of fun for anyone attempting 
to cop the laurels, for Pandaleon 
Frangedakis '35. the wily Greek, is 
the divisional king of the heap. This 
grappler, as far as we know, has never 
been beaten, and is the amateur 
champion  of  Maine in his  class. 
Walter Leon seems to have the call 
in the list of 165 pounders. Although 
this boy is as yet untried in inter- 
class or inter-collegiate competition, 
he is strong, willing, and clever. 
When the elimination bouts take 
place, one of the most interesting 
scraps will be between Robert Ani- 
cetti "35, and Wesley Stoddard '36. 
Anicetti, weighing a little over 175, 
Is known to the gym frequenters as 
the "strong man from Lisbon Falls." 
He uses his unusual strength com- 
bined with a wide knowledge of holds 
to wear and tear his opponents. 
Stoddard, however, is no cinch for 
anyone to tackle. The "Abington 
assassin" roamed the gridiron for 
Bates in the fall and woe be to the 
hapless individual who wanders on 
the mat within reach of his flailing 
arms and  legs. 
Wo find Al Carlin '35. wolghiog 210 
pounds. He has issued an open chal- 
lenge to Reese of Maine, for the un: 
SPORTSJHOTS 
BY BOB SAUNDERS 
When Joe Murphy's men take the « < ?>jf^ TteTl -2 defeat 
against Bowdoin, all local sprung eye. will ««"?% Bowdoin has 
handed them by Colby put them on the well known   *!** d defense 
good club and the team will have to show a .^"fjj troubie 
an has been shown against .the Sa.nts and Colby   The - t 
a 
than 
with the defense is due to failing to cover 
anVcS back, fundamental. 
it t i a t i n.. - —— T" T ~    that his theme song 
which Joe has been drilling on incessantly. We hear that rns t 
has become, "No, No. a thousand times no.   Do not be caugnt 
that net". 
No Lack of Scrap 
an  be  said in favor of   is  Just  starting  at  the  game   should One thing c— 
the team and that is they have plenty 
of fight For sheer scrapping ability 
they would walk off with any state 
series but, of course, scrapping is just 
part of any game. We would just like 
to mention the great game Wes Dins- 
more is turning in and, of course, hats 
off to the best goalie of these parts. 
Captain Carl Heldman. Saturday the 
U. of New Hampshire invades the 
arena. The team from Durham gained 
a 2-1 decision over Bowdoin last Sat- 
urday. 
*    «    • 
The recent interclass track meet 
brought out several freshman pros- 
pects who look like excellent varsity 
material. Bud Catlin, in setting a new 
low hurdle record, definitely marked 
himself as one of the leading hurdlers 
to come to Bates. Bill Luukko also 
looked good over the timbers but it 
was at one lap that he stood out. He 
is also the best freshman high jumper 
and broad jnmper. Watch him in the 
220 lows outdoors. Winston Keck, who 
round out into a fine dash man. Eddie 
Howard, destined by those ' In tne 
know" to take Adams' place here cer- 
tainly looked it in the two and three 
lap relays although he faded badly in 
the medley. When kept on edge, he 
should be a wonder. Charlie Cook was 
the other freshman star, taking the 
Pole vault at 11 feet 6 inches. Charlie 
will be ineligible for varsity competi- 
tion because of transfer rules but 
should wipe out Meagher s record of 
11 feet 9%-inches in freshman com- 
^The^eam should be the best bal 
anced in years this winter. Watch 
Gore and Danielson go in the middle 
distances, Pendleton and Marcus in 
the 300, and Johnson, Kishon, ana 
Peabody in the weights. By the way 
Peabody did 4^.8 in the 35 pound 
weight last week. The way he is go- 
ing Archie ought to step into national 
recognition along with our other two 
weight tossers before he leaves this 
noble institution. 
Good Swimmers  Among Freshmen 
We told you about Murphy coming 
Bates  as  a track prospect. Well, The freshman class is plenty wet in one respect It possesses three very 
fine swimmers who would be wel- 
comed on any college teams. Al Hag- 
strom of Brooklyn, N. Y. gave up a 
brilliant swimming career to carry on 
the family traditions at Bates. He 
swam three years on the undefeated 
New York City champions, Erasmus 
Hall High of Brooklyn. He was chosen 
all-scholastic 50 yard free-style cham- 
pion by every metropolitan sports 
writer his senior year, and won the 
junior championship at 50 yards free- 
style at the Long Island champion- 
ships. John White of Auburn, a mem- 
ber of the Y. M. C. A. team, is a back- 
stroke wonder at 50 and 100 yards 
while Dick Perkins swam 50 yards 
free-style for Wesleyan last year and 
if he can get around as fast as he 
does on the football field we'll say 
he's good.  
disputed heavyweight championship 
of the state. Carlin, by nature, a mod- 
est youth, has already met Reese in 
the ring but was defeated. Since then, 
Al has had two years of valuable 
experience, and is confident of a vic- 
tory should a challenge be accepted. 
In the light of all this interest and 
ability, it is strongly felt around the 
campus that these hard working boys 
should be given a chance to show 
their wares in serious competition of 
some kind in the future. They would 
undoubtedly make a creditable show- 
in*?   in   any   COIIORO   match,   and   would 
give  Bates another fine team  to  add 
to her  already  enviable  record. 
to  - 
here's another unusual one. "Violent 
Ray McCluskey, all-state fullback, 
Lewiston pro-star, former assistant 
football and baseball coach, as well 
as hockey coach did not go out for 
freshman football but roamed the 
cross-country course instead. Maybe 
Keller had that in mind when he 
swapped his spikes with Tom for a 
pair of cleats this fall. 
"Best Boot Bowdoin's Bowser" is a 
good slogan for the collegians down 
at Brunswick lately. School officials 
deny the coach was a^ked to leave, 
saying that a ten hour athletic council 
meeting, with Bowser sitting a goodly 
time on the steps outside, was for 
the purpose of awarding letters for the 
"championship" football team. It 
looks like the coach put most of his 
wizardry in the contract instead of 
in the team. A student petition was 
also circulated but you know the fate 
of such things. The latest reports 
have it that Casey, formerly of Har- 
vard, will come to the Brunswick 
School. A continuation of Morey-Casey 
games into this state would be a big 
attraction. 
Heard "under pressure" at Varsity 
Club Initation—that George Mendall 
could be the best tennis player in the 
school if he would only come out for 
the sport—that D. Nigro was the best 
catcher in the state—that Winchell 
Winston was the only man capaDIe Of 
beating Veysey—that Bill Haver is, 
after all, the best actor in the school— 
New Captai ain 
FRANK PENDLETON 
Frank Pendleton was 
ed captain of the Bates College tnTi 
team for the season 01 1931.;;,. ue^* 
pared  at   Lewiston   High  School 
entered with the class ol m 
In his first year Frank . : ;,ted Phj 
Good of Bowdoin in th. 
him in the forty yard high hurdle, 
That same year he ran in the lead-oj 
position on the mile relay uam wy^ 
placed second in the B. A. A. reUj 
in Boston. 
In his sophomore year ! a^ain ra 
in the "300" and gained tame as the 
lead-off man on the mile relay tea^ 
The relay team of that year piaced 
second in the Penn relays and, hi 
doing so, created the fastest time era 
made by a Bates team. The same tean 
set a record in the mile relay in the 
University Club meet which has noi 
been broken since. Last year Pendle- 
ton ran anchor on the relay team and 
was outstanding in the "300" by vir- 
tue of his victory over Goddard ol 
Maine last March in the rage. 
This year Captain Pendleton leads 
an aggregation which has remarkable 
potentialities. His sterling qualities. 
evidenced as a team-mate, will count 
heavily in leading Bates io a bigger 
and better year on the cinders. 
 o  
Prof. Myhrman Spends 
Christmas In Chicago 
Prof. Anders Myhrman of the de- 
partment of Sociology, attended the 
annual meeting of the Sociology So- 
ciety in Chicago during the Christmas 
holidays. The general topic was So- 
cial  Planning. 
that   Mendall   "sorta   helped" in the 
off tackle. 
A football  dope  sheet for the past 
season   which   rates  all  teams on a 
percentage basis for comparison gives 
the following standings tor the Maine 
colleges.   U.  of  M.  23.6;   Bat.-- - 
Bowdoin 18.7; Colby 18.3. Some teams 
with  lower  ratings  than Bates were 
Boston Univorsity, C. C   V T-Middle- 
bury,  Missouri,  New^Wampshire, and 
Northeastern. 
LIBRARY  FINDS 
WHILE   ROME    BURNS 
By Alexander Wollcott 
Not to know Alexander Wollcott is not to know one of America's most 
successful and interesting men of varied pursuits. In Dorothy Parker's own 
"Valentine for Mr. Wollcott" she says. "He was born in Phalanx, no kidding, 
New Jersey in a strange community of which his grandfather was a founder 
.... Everybody was to live in one vast establishment which still stands .... 
in Philadelphia he met some enthusiastic alumni of Hamilton College, so that 
was where he went next .... Alexander Wollcott likes to work .... And 
he likes it. That is the worst thing I know about him . . . ." 
Mr. Wollcott is a unique figure: he collects murder stories, does portrait 
sketches, travels to China, or Russia if the spirit moves, lectures widely, 
writes columns like "Shouts and Murmurs" in the New Yorker, does high- 
class dramatic criticisms, and still we know only a part of the man. "While 
Rome Burns" is a generous assortment of his characteristic work—some of 
his famous murder stories, Some Neighbours, adventures in distant regions, 
notes on books and plays, etc. 
• •••••• 
RUSSIA'S   IRON   AGE 
By William Chamberlin 
For those few who are willing to draw their own conclusions from a 
tabulations and statistics, this volume can be safely recommended. Otherwise 
we feel that it will mean no more than just another in that endless series of 
"critical studies of the state of the Soviet Union" which usually discover the 
most damming thing about the. Russian experiment to be somehow bound up 
with the defenseless loaves of black bread. 
It seems so difficult for commentators on Russia to realize that the only 
nation the present Russia can be compared with is the Russia of pre-1917. 
Of course the Soviet regime has made mistakes and may still be operating 
improper schemes but the improvement effected over the times of Nicholas 
are such as to deserve all the praise a courageous and self-minded critic can 
offer. Mr. Chamberlin says he wants to be sure we understand about the 
conditions of forced labor and famine of 1932-33 but we cannot remember any 
time since the Soviet regime started that material on the negative side of 
the fence has not been thrown at the reading public in very ample quantity. 
• •••••• 
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS 
By The Commission of Inquiry 
This report presents an attempt by a non-governmental, non-political, 
group to formulate a sound and consistent policy for Uncle Sam to follow in 
his world economic relations. This commission was financed by the Rocke- 
feller Foundation and with Robert Huthchins of the University of Chicago at 
its head included 6 other supposedly non-partisan men. 
Six major moves were agreed upon by the group as essential to our 
economic recovery. They are: settlement of war debts, removal of many 
tariffs, stabilization of the gold content of the dollar, granting of wider 
powers to the tariff commission, freedom for private foreign loans, and 
abandonment of restrictions on agricultural exports. 
Land Sakesf 
1 do believe 
111 try one 
—meya/lkeep saying\. THEY'RE MILDER 
—andJnear Mem say\. THEY TASTE BETTER 
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